
The week that was: 8th Jan – 14th Jan 2018 

Handicappers to follow?  

This week I recorded a video of the ‘notebook’ horses.  

You can watch that HERE>>> 

Chasers 

Broadway Buffalo / Ink Master  

Hurdlers 

Pollys Pursuit / Rosie McQueen / The Last of Them / Sir Egbert / Le Capricieux / Slanelough / 

Swashbuckle / Astaroland / Zaidiyn 

 

* 

Stats The Way To Do It 

 

Nick Sholfield 

Nick is underrated in my opinion. That is very much a subjective view and not based on anything 

specific. In any case it should be noted that he is now freelance having left Paul Nicholls.  

In 2018 so far, all rides: 5/22,8p, +32 SP, +57 BFSP 

He has ridden for 8 different trainers this year: Jack Barber / V Dartnall / C Dyson / E Lavelle / N 

Mitchell / D Rees / J Scott 

He may be worth tracking in the weeks ahead. I wouldn’t following him blind but I think his booking 

may now be more significant. If he is riding in a race against horses he may have ridden before, or 

against trainers he has ridden for before, it could be significant also.  

He will be free to ride out for more yards now, so it will be interesting to see which relationships 

develop.  

One angle to track… 

Novice Chases / Novice Hurdle / NOT Paul Nicholls / 16/1 or shorter SP / 2016- 

24 bets / 6 wins / 12 places / 25% sr / +61 BFSP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/AR_NPpd-8G8


Ben Poste 

I am writing this having just watched him win at Hereford on a staying chaser.  

His overall stats are not too eye-popping, but it may be interesting to note that when riding in 

handicap chases (inc novice handicaps) he does best over longer distances: - 

• Up to 2m6.5f: 3/69,16p, -27 

• 2m7f or further: 15/79, 24p, +128 BFSP  

o o/10,0p, 28/1+ SP 

So, handicap chases, 2m7f+, 25/1 or shorter SP… also of note… 

• Katy Price trained: 7/25,12p, +32 

• 0-2 handicap chase wins: 12/43,16p, +93 

• 7-10 runners in race: 14/44, 21p, +140  

 

Katy Price 

(this is Katy with a Y, I don’t think she does any modelling on the side, but who knows! :) )  

Katy doesn’t have a massive string but having trained the chase winner at Hereford, ridden by Ben 

Poste, I thought I’d have a quick look to see if anything caught the eye… 

Handicap / Chases / 3m+  

• 32 bets / 8 wins / 13p / +28 BFSP 

Given her overall record to date is 12/150, 24p, it may be wise to focus on her long distance 

handicap chasers. Only a handful of horses are responsible for these figures but in time her yard may 

expand and I suspect she enjoys training this type. Any with previous PTP form should probably be 

noted.  

 

* 

Trainer in form… Tony Carroll has just had his first winner in 137 runners, having been on the cold list 

for weeks. Maybe his runners are worth taking more seriously, both over jumps and on the sand. 

Time will tell but there is a chance he hits a golden spell.  

 

* 

That’s all for this week,  

Happy Punting,  

Josh  


